Rhinoceros is usually
shortened to what?

Rhinos can be found on
which two continents

How many species of
Asian rhino are there?

What is a group of
rhinos sometimes called?

Roughly how many wild
rhinos are there?

Can you name the two
African rhino species?

Rhinos have good hearing
and what other sense?

A mammal with hoofed
feet is called a what?

Rhino Population
Which land animal is
bigger than a rhino?

RHINO WARRIOR

RHINOTASTIC

RHINONOVICE

You really know your rhino facts!
You're a real rhino warrior!

You're not quite a rhino warrior yet,
but what a rhinotastic effort!

Hey, it's better to know a little bit
about rhinos than nothing at all!

9 correct answers

4 to 6 correct answers

1 to 3 correct answers

You've learned some great facts
about rhinos, well done. See how
many facts you can remember in my
JARIBO (that means quiz in Swahili).
You can answer questions either
on your own, playing against friends
or in class groups!
actionforrhinos.com

Just a quick heads up. The next page
contains the quiz answers so no
peaking unless you've a;ready finished!

Rhinoceros is usually
shortened to what?

Rhinos can be found on
which two continents

How many species of
Asian rhino are there?

Rhino

Africa and Asia
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What is a group of
rhinos sometimes called?

Roughly how many wild
rhinos are there?

Can you name the two
African rhino species?

Crash

23,000 - 24,000

Black and White

Which land animal is
bigger than a rhino?

Rhinos have good hearing
and what other sense?

A mammal with hoofed
feet is called a what?

Elephant

Smell

Ungulate

Rhino Population

RHINO WARRIOR

RHINOTASTIC

RHINONEWBIE

You really know your rhino facts!
You're a real rhino warrior!

You're not quite a rhino warrior yet,
but what a rhinotastic effort!

Hey, it's better to know a little bit
about rhinos than nothing at all!

9 correct answers

4 to 6 correct answers

1 to 3 correct answers

Hey there! Awesome work! Did you
manage to answer all the questions
correctly? Don't worry if you didn't.
You can always have another go later.

actionforrhinos.com

